
Student Unusual Action Code Extract Process 
 

As the legislature provides funding for an increasing number of subsets of students, it becomes more of a 

challenge for the SBCTC to track these enrollments.  To solve this issue, we have reserved symbols for use with 

SBCTC-specific unusual actions codes and created a process that extracts data for students assigned these 

unusual action codes and sends the associated data to the SBCTC as needed. 

 

SBCTC Reserved Unusual Action Codes 

The SBCTC has reserved the following symbols for exclusive use with SBCTC-assigned unusual action codes. 

Please do not use any of these symbols for your campus-defined unusual action codes.  

 

 &  (ampersand) 

!    (exclamation point) 

+   (plus sign)  

 

When it is necessary to track a new subset of students, the SBCTC will inform colleges that a new unusual action 

code must be added to the Unusual Action Codes table (SM5021). The unusual action code will include one of 

the symbols above in one of the two characters of the unusual action code. For example, &R, T!, ++. The SBCTC 

will also identify a YRQ that must be entered in the Actn Entr Date field when you assign the new unusual action 

code to students using the Student Unusual Action screen (SM5003).   

 

Changes to the Student Unusual Action screen (SM5003) 

The following changes have been made to the Student Unusual Action screen (SM5003): 

 

 Modified the Actn Entr Date field to accept Z999 as a valid YRQ even if the college does not have Z999 

on their YRQ table. Z999 can be assigned to unusual action codes for identifying subsets of students not 

specific to a particular quarter. All other YRQs entered in this field must be a valid YRQ on the colleges 

YRQ table. 

 Forces an entry of YRQ in the Actn Entr Date field when an unusual action code with a &, !, or +, is 

assigned to a student. This also includes the Foster Care unusual action code F$, which should now be 

assigned a YRQ of Z999. 

 

Extracting student unusual action code data for the SBCTC 

On occasion, you will be requested to send unusual action code data to the SBCTC by running the Unusual 

Action Code Extract job, SR1281J. 

 

The Unusual Action Code Extract job extracts and sends the college code, SID, unusual action code and Actn-

Entr-Date (YRQ) for students assigned unusual action codes of F$, or any codes that include a “&”, “!”, or “+”.  

The job can be run to extract unusual action data for a specific YRQ - in which only unusual action codes with 

that YRQ are extracted - or for all YRQs.  The data is sent to the SBCTC using the SBCTC-IT transporter. 

 



The only parameter for this job is YRQ.  


